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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this article is to examine how business environment affects small and medium enterprises. The paper is motivated by the important contributions small and medium enterprises have in many countries, especially Kenya towards job creation, poverty reduction and economic development. Literature however argues that effectiveness of the contributions is conditioned by the state of business environmental factors such as politics, economy, socio-culture, technology, ecology and laws/regulations. Dynamism, complexity and munificence of these factors are therefore vital to achievement of organizational objectives and overall performance. Even so, a review of literature reveals contradictory views regarding the effect of these factors on performance of organizations. Furthermore, studies focusing on these factors in the Kenyan context, particularly with regard to their effect on performance of small and medium firms, are scarce. This article bridges this gap based on a study focusing on 800 manufacturing organizations in Nairobi – Kenya. A sample of 150 enterprises was selected through stratification by business sector followed by simple random sampling. The research design was cross sectional survey where data was collected using a structured questionnaire over a period of one month at the end of which 95 organizations responded giving a response rate of 64%. Reliability and validity of the instrument were determined through Cronbach’s alpha tests and expert reviews. Statistical Package for Social Sciences was used to determine normality through descriptive statistics and study hypotheses tested using inferential statistics. The study established that business environment had an overall impact on organizational performance. Specifically, dynamism, complexity and munificence each had a direct influence on the enterprises in the study. Furthermore the combined effect on performance was found to be greater than that of dynamism and complexity but less than munificence. The study also established that there is a difference in the way business environment affects performance such that it impacts on financial performance more than on non-financial performance of these enterprises. These results imply that small and medium enterprises in the study are likely to perform better in business environments that are dynamic, complex and munificent.

1. Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study
The issue of whether environments in which organizations operate affect how they do business is still a subject of continuing debate. Academic literature demonstrates that there exist several empirical studies that have investigated the relationship between organizational performance and aspects of the environment but the results of these studies are somewhat mixed. Whereas some report a positive relationship (Huggins, 2000; Chittithaworn, Islam, Keawchana & Yusuf, 2010); a number (Shane & Spicer, 1983; Machuki & Aosa, 2011) found a negative correlation, yet others (Ullman, 1985) showed no correlation. This indicates that opinions on the effect of business environment on organizational performance are still diverse.
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Research suggests that business environmental changes may affect performance of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) more than their larger counterparts. According to Thurik and Caree (2010), large organizations possess economies of scale for accumulating the necessary capacity such as superior managerial and financial resources to leverage the impact of business environment on their performance (Stinchcombe, 1965; Li, 2001). SMEs, on the other hand, tend to possess relatively limited resources and hence are dependent to a large extent on the environment for information and resources (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990) which may influence their performance. This is despite the important roles SMEs are said to play in many economies (Beck, Demircu-Kunt & Levine, 2005).

SMEs have for a long time been regarded as engines of economic growth in many countries. For example Fatoki (2012) reports that in South Africa, the government dedicated the SME sector as a priority for creating jobs to reduce the rate of unemployment which stood at about 24% in 2012. The study further reports that SMEs also help reduce wealth inequalities in South Africa and contributed approximately 35% of the country’s economic growth (Adeniran & Johnston, 2011). In Kenya, statistics from the 2004-2005 African Economic Outlook report show that in 2003, SMEs in the country employed some 2.3 million people and accounted for 18% of the national GDP. Similarly, the 2006 Government Economic Survey reported that the country recorded an increase in total employment from 8.3 million in 2005 to 8.7 million of which 89% came from informal and SME sector. A subsequent government economic survey in 2010 found that the informal sector constituted 81% of the total employment in the country (Government of Kenya, 2011). However, Atieno (2012) notes that the contribution of SMEs to the GDP in Kenya is relatively small due to a number of constraints in their operating environment. Some of these constraints include poor infrastructure, legal obstacles, insecurity, corruption and high cost of finance (Bowen, Morara & Mureithi, 2009). These constraints are a heavy burden to SMEs’ ability to do business and contribute to economic growth. Furthermore, Yusuf & Dansu (2013:77) citing Suh (2010) reports that “SME sector is worst affected by the economic environment and is the first to be hit by any external shocks.” This means that these enterprises are weak and least prepared in responding to changes in the business environment. This has a negative impact on their performance and exacerbates their ability to grow and make a meaningful contribution to their countries’ economies.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Although many governments and small firm owners have invested significant efforts to realize economic development and growth through SMEs, most SMEs fail within a short period from start-up. Adeniran and Johnson (2011) observe that estimates indicate a high SME failure rate of between 70% and 80% in South Africa and doubts whether SMEs can be relied upon to achieve the much talked about objectives of job creation, poverty alleviation and economic development. Nyangori (2010:4) reports that 60% of SMEs are estimated to fail in Kenya every year. These high SME failure rates have been attributed to several factors, both internal and external to the enterprise. Research reports indicate that whereas some scholars (Rogerson, 2008; Fatoki, 2012) find non-availability of external finance as a major cause, others (Awang et al., 2010) added ‘weaknesses in SME strategic framework’ as another important failure factor. Rapid changes in today’s competitive environment are also presented as another factor. Citing Bowen et al (2009), Fatoki (2012:121) stress that, “given this high failure rate, it is important to research into factors that affect SMEs’ ability to survive and improve their performance.”

Johnson and Scholes (2002) argue that all businesses, including SMEs, are regarded as open systems and as such are constrained by uncontrollable changes taking place in the environment around them. The changes are often sudden and severe hence dictate the industry direction, outstrip capacities of even the most resilient organizations and stretch the imagination of most managers (Meyer, Brooks & Goes, 1990; Machuki & Aosa, 2011). Business environment has been conceptualized differently in research. Whereas Thompson (1967) calls it task environment, Johnson and Scholes (2002) refers to it as macro-environment. According to these scholars, the business environment is characterized by several elements which exacerbate the severity of its effect on organizations. For example proponents of the task environment argue that it is made up of an organization’s business and regulatory community (Davis & Powell, 1992) while macro-environment is argued to comprise political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, environmental or ecological, and legal factors (Johnson & Scholes, 2002). Other elements are organizations, individual’s associations and many broad forces which combine into an organization’s environment (Meyer, et al., 1990) thus affecting its operations. As such, when these different aspects of the environment change, their impact on organizations may be catastrophic. Therefore, it is desirable to study changes in the business environment to understand their effect on organizations.
Literature however reveals that studies focusing on the effect of business environment, especially in the Kenyan context, have mainly been concerned with large firms. For example Aosa (1992) examined aspects of strategy formulation on Kenya based large manufacturing firms while Machuki and Aosa (2011) analyzed the effect of external business environment on publicly quoted firms in Kenya, which comprised large organizations. Furthermore, Awino’s (2011) study focused on strategy formulation and implementation on large manufacturing firms. The findings of these studies were mixed. Machuki and Aosa (2011) found that only aspects of environmental conditions such as complexity and dynamism affected performance of the large firms. Similarly, Awino (2011) concluded that there is a combined effect of strategy formulation and implementation, which incorporates business environment issues, on corporate performance.

This demonstrates that relatively less attention has been focused on how business environment can affect SMEs. This view is supported by Sum, Jukow and Chen (2004) who report that empirical literature reveals little evidence towards investigation of business environment on SMEs, especially in the context of developing countries such as Kenya. Since the business environments surrounding large firms and SMEs are somewhat similar; and in view of findings in past studies which show significant effect of business environment on large firms, it is logical to assume that business environment may also affect performance of SMEs in Kenya. However, no known empirical study has established whether business environment affects SMEs in the country. Thus, this study investigated the effect of business environment on SMEs in Kenya as it sought to answer the research questions: Do the business environmental dimensions of dynamism, complexity and munificence individually or jointly have an effect on performance of SMEs in Kenya?

1.3 Objectives of the Study

This study had five objectives which aimed to:
1. Determine whether environmental dynamism has an effect on performance of SMEs
2. Establish whether environmental complexity has a direct effect on performance of SMEs
3. Determine the relationship between environmental munificence and SME performance
4. Establish if the joint effect of environmental dynamism, complexity and munificence (business environment) on SME performance is greater than the effect of each individual variable
5. Establish whether the joint effect of environmental dynamism, complexity and munificence (business environment) affects non-financial measures of SME performance more than financial measures

2. Literature Review

2.1 Business Environment and Organizational Performance

The idea of performance management in organizations has become widely accepted and adopted throughout the world (Salem, 2003). As such, organizational performance has been a popular phenomenon in business research for several years now. Several studies in just about any area of management have treated organizational performance as the definitive dependent variable of concern (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003; Walter, Auer & Ritter, 2006; Hughes & Morgan, 2007; Droge & Swinney, 2008). Organizational performance is about the work as well as results achieved. According to Salem (2003), performance is defined as the “outcomes about work because they provide the strongest linkage to the strategic goals of an organization, customer satisfaction and economic contributions” (p 2). It is therefore in the interest of organizations to determine, through performance measurement, how they are achieving their objectives.

Scholars (Lenz, 1980; Machuki & Aosa, 2011) however observe that measuring performance has been a controversial issue in organizations as well as management research. Chakravathy (1986) argues that given its multidimensionality, no single index can lead to an accurate understanding of the relationship between performance and the underlying constructs at interest thus it is necessary to examine multiple indicators. Studies focusing on organizational performance have used both financial and non-financial output indicators to measure the phenomenon. Machuki and Aosa (2011) argue that such a combination addresses concerns, raised in past studies such as Pearson and Robinson (2007), regarding inadequacy and in some cases inaccuracy reported when using financial indicators alone. This study adopted multiple indicator approach and used growth in profits, sales, return on assets (ROA) and revenue/profit ratio as financial indicators and customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction as non-financial measures.
Mitchel (2002) observes that organizations are driven by three main objectives comprising the “motivation to realize performance objectives, the influence and impact of external environment and capacity to realize the desired performance” (p 2). Motivation in this sense means how employees understand and integrate the company’s mission and link it to the culture, strategy and compensation. Organizational capacity on the other hand is its functional ability to deliver against its objectives while the influence and impact of the business environment consists of the opportunities and threats facing an organization.

Business environment broadly refers to the prevailing conditions in the vicinity of an object or business entity. Hornby (2005:490) has defined business environment as “the conditions in a place that affect the behaviour or development of somebody or something.” Early organization theorists viewed uncertainty, resource dependence, efficiency and ecology as the four main perspectives of business environment (Thompson, 1967; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Williamson, 1979; Hamman & Freeman, 1981). Based on these perspectives, the impact of environment on organizational performance has been an issue of interest to many scholars (Bluedorn et al., 1994; Goll & Rasheed, 2004). When formulating the now famous resource dependence theory, Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) argued that the business environment acts as an important source of organizations’ resources like personnel, product and services, information, and funds. According to Bluedorn et al (1994), the fact that all enterprises depend on other organizations for their resources is an important source of uncertainty.

Business environment has been studied in different contexts in the past. For example Goll and Rasheed (2004) studied business environment as a moderating factor in the relationship between corporate social responsibility and organizational performance. Their central hypothesis was that, environmental munificence and dynamism exerted moderating influence on the relationship between discretionary social responsibility and firm performance. The study established that both dimensions of environment had moderating effect on the relationship. In another study, Kennerly and Neely (2003) examined measurement of performance in a changing business environment. Based on the study’s findings, they recommended that organizations should adopt measurement practices that take cognizance of dynamic and rapidly changing environments in which they operate. In addition, other scholars like Pasanen (2003) focused on factors affecting small and medium enterprises in Finland. The study established that environmental states like dynamism affected how the enterprises performed. In the contrary, Li (2001) examined the mediating role of environmental hostility on financial performance of ventures in China. She found that environmental hostility did not appear to have an intervening effect in the relationship.

2.2 Hypothesis Development

Extant studies have used different approaches to determine the effect of environmental factors comprising political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, ecological and legal factors on organizations. For example, when studying contingency factors within the framework of contingency theory, Mintzberg (1979) identified stability, complexity, diversity and hostility as the main dimensions of the environment. On the other hand, Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) categorized the environment into market, scientific and techno-economic sectors as the three sub-environments and suggested that a scale ranging from highly dynamic to extremely stable can be used to measure each of the sub-sectors (Matyusz, 2012). However, presenting the most widely used measure, Dess and Beard (1984) adopted Aldrich (1979) approach arguing that the six elements of a firm’s environment may be viewed in their three states of dynamism, complexity and munificence. Thereafter, scholars (Goll & Rasheed, 2004; Machuki & Aosa, 2011) used a similar approach in their studies. In this study, business environment was determined by the dynamism, complexity and munificence of its political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, ecological and legal factors as shown in the conceptual model in Figure 1 and hence formulation of the following five hypotheses:

1. There is no significant effect of environmental dynamism on performance of SMEs
2. Environmental complexity has no significant positive effect on SME performance
3. There is no significant relationship between environmental munificence and SME performance
4. The joint effect of environmental dynamism, complexity and munificence on SME performance is not greater than the effect of each individual variable
5. The combined effect of environmental dynamism, complexity and munificence (total business environment) on financial measures of SME performance is not greater than non-financial measure
3. Methods of the Study

This study adopted a positivist philosophical approach and used hypotheses to test the perceived relationships among the variables. The aim of the study was to observe a sample of SMEs at a specific point in time and thus cross sectional survey design was used in a similar manner to Olsen and George (2004) and Bhamani, Kaim and Khan (2013). The study targeted manufacturing SMEs operating in Nairobi – Kenya up to the year 2012. The study sample was computed according to Bertlett, Kotrlik and Higgins' (2001) procedure followed by stratification based on subsectors and simple random technique to arrive at the final list of 150 SMEs. Managers and practitioners of the SMEs were the target respondents from whom data were collected through primary methods using structured questionnaires.

3.1 Measuring the Study Variables

This study focused on the effect of business environment on performance of small and medium enterprises in Kenya. Business environment was operationalized along two main measures. First, through the composition of a firm’s environmental components, that is, factors and elements characterizing a firm’s surrounding; and second through the environmental state, which is also the nature and condition of the environment around the firm (Tung, 1979) in terms of dynamism, complexity and munificence. The state of each of the six elements of a firm’s surrounding was measured on a five point Likert type scale. Dynamism was measured by asking the respondents to rate the extent to which their respective organizations were able to predict political, economic, technological, socio-cultural, ecological and legal factors. The Likert type scale ranged from 1 – never to 5 – always. Complexity was also measured using a similar type of scale but instead the respondents were asked to state how frequently their respective organizations had to deal with the same six environmental factors. To determine munificence, the same type of scale was used except that the respondents were required to state the extent to which the developments in the six environmental factors had been favorable to their organizations. The final value for each environmental dimension was computed by aggregating responses to all the six respective elements. In each case, this value represented...
the state of the business environment, that is, how dynamic, complex or munificent it was. A single index for their joint effect was also obtained by adding up the values of the three dimensions.

Concerning performance, the dependent variable, literature demonstrates a variety of measurement approaches. These consist of use of several combinations of indicators such as new products, product/service quality, profitability, sales revenue, market share, and return on assets (ROA), earnings per share (EPS), operating efficiency, and employee and customer satisfaction measures (Venkatraman & Ramujan, 1986; Bisbe & Oakley, 2004). Studies however posit that these broad measures may be split into two distinct components, that is, financial and non-financial measures. This study used growth in profits, sales, and ROA, and revenue/profit ratio as financial measures; and customer, and employee satisfaction as non-financial measures of performance. Each of these measures was determined by asking respondents to rate their firm performance on a five point Likert type scale ranging from 1 – up to 20% to 5 – 80% and above. The responses were then summarized first into financial and non-financial performance; and then totaled into one composite index representing overall organizational performance.

3.2 Data Analysis

Linear regressions approach, using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 17, was adopted as the main methods to analyze the collected data. However pilot and Cronbach’s alpha tests were used to determine data validity and instrument reliability respectively prior to the study. The results for tests of reliability are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha (Standardized)</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamism</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munificence</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Environment</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-financial</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME performance</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 shows, alpha values for dynamism, complexity, business environment, and financial, non-financial and overall performance were all greater than 0.7 while the value for munificence lay on the borderline at 0.692. These values were considered satisfactory for the purposes of the study in line with Nunnally and Bernstein’s (1994) recommended minimum alpha of 0.7. Heteroscedasticity tests for performance which were performed using the Q-Q plot of Z*Pred and Z*Presid returned straight line plot indicating absence of the problem.

4. Results of the Study

4.1 Analysis of the Respondents Characteristics

A total of 97 questionnaires were received at the end of a two month data collection period representing a response rate of 64%. After clean up, two incomplete questionnaires were dropped leaving a final total of 95 for data analysis. Demographic analysis shows that all the subsectors responded equitably according to the sampling stratification criteria used. Most (85%) participating organizations in these subsectors had just done their 20th year while the rest were beyond 30 years old. Lastly, it was confirmed that the participating firms were SMEs since they all employed less than 200 staff which by definition was the cut-off point.
4.2 Descriptive Statistics
Means, standard deviations and standard errors for all the study variables were computed from SPSS. High mean values for each variable indicates that the respondent perceived the variable as important in the organization while low values imply the opposite. Similarly, large standard deviations indicate that opinions regarding perceived importance of the variables were diverse. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for all the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamism</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munificence</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined business environment</td>
<td>61.19</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial performance</td>
<td>19.57</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-financial performance</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined performance</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 2 shows, the means for individual variables ranged from 19.57 to 20.53 against a possible highest value of 30 in the case of independent variables. Likewise, dependent variables had means of 6.54 for non-financial measure and 19.57 for financial measure respectively. These mean values are higher than the respective median values in all the cases indicating that the respondents regarded the phenomena represented by the variables as important. The table further shows that the standard deviations and standard errors were all relatively low which means that there is consensus regarding the view of the respondents that the study variables are important in their organizations. In addition, skewness tests show that the data for all the variables had no serious symmetric biases thus satisfying normal distribution condition for linear regression analysis.

4.3 Hypotheses Testing
In this study, multiple linear regression techniques were used to test all the hypothesis. In all there were five hypotheses which were tested at 90%, 95% and 99% confidence levels. All the hypotheses were monodirectional hence one-tail test was adopted to compute the statistical significance of all the stipulated relationships. The first three hypotheses were concerned with direct relationships with performance, the dependent variable. Hypothesis 1 which stipulated that, ‘environmental dynamism has significant influence on performance’, was modeled in the form: Performance = α + β₁*Dynamism + ε; while hypothesis 2 which predicted that, ‘environmental complexity has a significant effect on organizational performance’, was modeled as Performance = α + β₂*Complexity + ε. Lastly, a model of the form: Performance = α + β₃*Munificence + ε was used for hypothesis 3 which stated that, ‘there is a significant effect of environmental munificence on organizational performance’. Table 3 contains results for tests of hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Tests</th>
<th>Model 1: Dynamism</th>
<th>Model 2: Complexity</th>
<th>Model 3: Munificence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>2.021**</td>
<td>2.003**</td>
<td>3.332***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4.084</td>
<td>4.013</td>
<td>11.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p≤0.01, **p≤0.05
Dependent Variable = Performance

Regression results for model 1 in Table 3 show that dynamism had Adjusted R² of 0.032. This indicates that the model may explain 3.2% of the variance. Although analysis of variance (ANOVA) is relatively weak
(F=4.084), the regression coefficient is not zero (β=0.206) and the variance is statistically significant (p≤0.05). This demonstrates that environmental dynamism has a positive relationship with performance and therefore contributes to explanation of its variations. This indicates lack of support for hypothesis 1. The table also presents results for regression of complexity on performance in model 2. They indicate an R² of 0.031 which suggests that the model may predict 3.1% of changes in performance. They also show a weak but statistically significant ANOVA (F=4.013, p≤0.05) and a positive regression coefficient (β=0.204). This indicates that complexity has a moderate but positive effect in explaining performance. These results lead to rejection of hypothesis 2. Lastly, model 3 presents the regression results for the influence of munificence on organizational performance. They show an R² of 0.098 which implies that the model may account for 9.8% of variations in performance. The model further shows a much stronger and highly statistically significant ANOVA (F=11.100, p≤0.01) and a much larger and positive beta coefficient (β=0.206) which suggests a major positive contribution of munificence towards explanation of firm performance. This result is also supported by a rather strong and statistically significant t-value (t=3.332). This indicates lack of support for hypothesis 3. Therefore, based on these results, the effect of munificence on performance is much stronger than that of dynamism and complexity respectively.

The fourth hypothesis argued that, the combined effect of business environmental factors is not greater than their individual effect on performance. The results are shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Hierarchical Regression of Firm Performance on Dynamism and Combined Business Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables (Coefficients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munificence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p≤0.01, **p≤0.05
Dependent Variable = PERF

As shown in Table 4, the relationship between dynamism and performance was weak but positive (R=0.206). This effect was however statistically significant (p≤0.05). This indicates that environmental dynamism showed a positive and significant impact on organizational performance. The model results in the table further show that the combined impact of dynamism, complexity and munificence on performance is also positive, moderate and statistically significant (R=0.335, p≤0.05). Looking at individual variable contributions in the combined effect, munificence appears to be the only variable with a statistically significant contribution (R=0.236, p≤0.05). These results demonstrate that combined effect of all the predictor variables on performance is greater than that of dynamism which leads to rejection of hypothesis 1.
The results for comparison of the combined effect of the independent variables on performance and complexity are shown in Table 5. They indicate that complexity had a weak but positive correlation with performance ($R=0.204$). This relationship is also statistically significant ($p≤0.05$). This means that environmental complexity had a significant influence on organizational performance. Previously, the results for the combined effect were presented which concurs with this table that the combined effect of dynamism, complexity and munificence on performance is positive and statistically significant ($R=0.335$, $p≤0.05$). Comparing the two scenarios, it is evident that the combined effect ($R=0.335$, $p≤0.05$) is greater than individual effect of complexity ($R=0.204$, $p≤0.05$). This shows lack of support for hypothesis four in the case of complexity.

Lastly, Table 6 presents extracts of regression results for the combined effect on performance and munificence. As shown, munificence had a moderate, positive but highly statistically significant influence on
performance ($R=0.328$, $p<0.01$). They also indicate, as presented earlier, that the combined effect of the independent variables on performance is positive ($R=0.335$). However, the results for the combined effect are now not statistically significant ($p>0.10$). Comparing the two cases, it is surprising that although the strengths of all the variables combined and that of munificence have remained the same respectively ($R=0.335$, $R=0.328$), their statistical significance have changed drastically such that the significance of munificence has strengthened from $p<0.05$ to $p<0.01$ while that of combined predictors has weakened from $p<0.05$ to $p>0.10$ or not statistically significant. This demonstrates that the combined effect of the predictor variables is less than that of munificence. Thus there is support for hypothesis 4 in the case of munificence.

### Table 7: Extract of Regression Results of Performance Measures on Total Business Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>TEST RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variables</td>
<td>R= $\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: Financial Performance</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: Non Financial Performance</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 7 model 1 shows, the effect of total business environment on financial performance was moderate but positive ($R=0.272$). The results also show that the model is statistically significant ($p<0.01$) and may be used in explaining 6.4% of the variance ($R^2=0.064$) which is relatively high ($F=7.271$). This demonstrates that total business environment has a significant influence on financial performance. The results for effect on non-financial performance are also displayed in Table 7 model 2. They indicate that the correlation between total business environment and non-financial performance is also weak ($0.271$). The model may however be used to explain only 1.9% of the variance ($R^2=0.019$). This variance is similarly low ($F=2.786$, $t=1.669$) and shows very weak statistical significance at 10% level ($p=0.098$). This implies that although total business environment has a somewhat significant influence on non-financial performance, this influence is very weak. Therefore, the results suggest that the effect of total business environment on financial measures of performance is greater than on non-financial measures. This indicates lack of support for hypothesis 5.

### 5. Discussion

This study had a total of five objectives and hypotheses. The results show lack of support for hypothesis 1 which stated that, there is no significant effect of environmental dynamism on performance of SMEs. This confirms that performance of SMEs in the study depend on the dynamism of the business environment. The result is similar to findings in past studies like Priem, Rasheed and Kotulik (1995) who found that environmental dynamism has a moderating influence on firm performance. The result however differs with the findings of Machuki & Aosa (2011) who reported that environmental dynamism did not have any impact on organizational performance. This study concludes that dynamism of the six environmental conditions, that is politics, economy, technology, socio-culture, ecology and legal/regulatory issues which were used in this study as measures of business environment have a significant impact on the performance of firms under focus SMEs. The results similarly failed to support hypothesis 2 which proposed that, complexity has no significant positive effect on SME performance. This indicates that complexity of the mentioned six environmental factors had a significant positive impact on the performance of SMEs studied. This finding concurs with Goll and Rasheed (2004) who established that complexity moderates between corporate social responsibility and performance thus having an influence on organizational performance. The results further agree with Claphan and Schwenk (1991) and Hopkins and Hopkins (1997) who contend that poor financial performance may be attributable to environmental complexity.

The results also fail to support hypothesis 3 which assumed that, there is no significant relationship between environmental munificence and SME performance. This result confirms that environmental munificence has a significant influence on performance of organizations in the study. This means that the higher the quantity of resources in the environment, the more likely it is that organizations could perform better. This result is similar to past findings for example Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1990) who found that simultaneous munificence and dynamism of environments may impact on organizational performance. Similarly, Tushman and Andersen (1986) argued that organizations operating in hostile or non-munificent
environments may be forced to pay more attention towards conserving the little resources available thus having an impact on their performance. Staw and Swajkowski (1975) had also found that it is more likely for firms in non-munificent environments to commit illegal acts which may be costly and impact negatively on their performance. Likewise, Hopkins and Hopkins (1997) citing Clapham and Schwenk (1991) observed that business executives usually attribute poor financial results to environmental complexity and other factors.

This study had also predicted in hypothesis 4 that the joint effect of business environment is not greater than the individual effect of each predictor variable. The results show lack of support for this view for dynamism and complexity but indicate support for munificence. This means that in the case of dynamism, the finding implies that interaction between the three predictor variables is better for performance than just dynamism alone. Given the results for individual effects discussed above, this seems normal to expect. This result is a pioneering revelation since in reviewed literature no extant study has investigated the effect of dynamism, complexity and munificence in a contingency configuration as in this study. The results similarly indicate no support for hypothesis 4 regarding complexity. This means that the combined effect of the three predictor variables is more than that of complexity alone. This result is also not surprising given this study’s earlier findings and discussions regarding effect of complexity on performance.

Lastly, the results show support for hypothesis 4 concerning munificence. This suggests that the joint interaction among dynamism, complexity and munificence leads to less performance compared to munificence on its own. This result is surprising as it is illogical. A careful scrutiny of the beta coefficients of the three predictor variables however show that munificence makes the largest and most significant contribution in the joint model than any of the other variables. It may also be seen that dynamism makes a negative and not statistically significant contribution in the model. Thus it is suspected that when performance is being regressed against the combined model together with munificence in a hierarchical format, this has the effect of reducing the contribution of munificence. This weakens the model and makes its effect on performance less than that of munificence alone. This is a unique finding which goes against logic and therefore should be treated with caution.

Hypothesis 5, the final proposition in this study had indicated that, the effect of total business environment on financial performance is not greater than on non-financial performance. The results fail to support this hypothesis. The findings indicate that total business environment accounts for 6.4% of the changes in organizational financial performance ($R^2=0.064, p≤0.01$). These findings show proof for the role of total business environment in small and medium enterprises. In the contrary, the findings indicate that total business environment accounts for only 1.9% of variations in non-financial measures of performance ($R^2=0.064$). This effect is however nearly statistically not significant ($p=0.098$). This indicates proof for a weak role of total business environment on non-financial performance measures of the small and medium enterprises in the study which confirms that financial performance is affected more by business environment than non-financial performance.

6. Limitations of the Study and Areas for Further Research

Business environment has been aggregated in this study as the sum total of the political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, ecological and legal factors. This assumes that each factor has the same level of effect on performance which may not always be the case. It may be more prudent to test how each of these factors individually relate to performance. This may be achieved through use of methods like principal component analysis. Likewise, although SMEs are found in many other sectors in Kenya’s economy, this study’s focus was on SMMEs in country. This means that the findings of this study are only valid in specific contexts. It is therefore recommended that future studies may consider analyzing the individual effect of the environmental factors and as well broaden the scope to other economic sectors.

7. Conclusion

Study on SME performance is a worthwhile undertaking given the important role the enterprises play in most economies. Consistent with previous research, this study has positive findings regarding the effect of business environment on performance. Specifically, the results indicate that the state of each of the six
environmental factors is positively associated with performance. In addition, the elements collectively have an impact on performance although in varying combinations. This means that apart from planning for how to manage effects of individual factors, organizations should also develop measures to benefit from their interactive impact. Finally, the results indicate that the business environmental factors affect financial performance aspect of organizations more than their non-financial component. This finding is crucial and implies that management of the enterprises should put in place measures to adequately cater for their financial obligations to leverage the dynamism, complexity and munificence arising from these environmental factors. These results are consistent with empirical past studies that more dynamic, complex and munificent business environment can lead to superior performance of SMEs. More research however needs to be conducted regarding the combined effect of environmental factors on performance.
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